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CONNECTIONS

For over 50 years, Pico of Canada has been the preferred 
source for reliable quality electrical connectors, and wiring 
supplies. Pico offers one of the most extensive selections of 
tools and accessories for the automotive aftermarket. 
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have the materials and devices that you need. 
Look for Pico quality products at your 
favourite store or visit 
www.picocanada.com
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PUBLISHER’S 
MESSAGE
W ell, here we go! After numerous undertakings 

producing, writing and editing publications 
for others I’ve finally decided to take the 

bull by the horns and put out my very own gear-head 
magazine. I’ve recruited some very talented individuals 
and convinced them to join me in this experiment. Most 
people tell me we’re all crazy and the market won’t support 
it and we don’t have a chance at survival, but guess what? 
We don’t care. We’re going to do it anyway for as long as we 
can and provide a fresh look at things through the thoughts 
of not only established writers but through anyone who 
cares to submit material to us. We’ll be bringing some 
timely information about as many events and happenings 
as we can along with in-depth exposés on all things motor-
driven, be it automotive, aeronautical, marine or otherwise. 
Furthermore, we’ll be looking at all types of power from 
steam, internal combustion (both vintage and current) to 
the latest in electrical and exotic hydrogen conveyances. 

In addition, we’ll try to bring our readers into the fold. 
We’ll be presenting material that takes you right up close 
to our topics. We’ll try to show you breathtaking images 

of beautiful machines and events from both amateur and 
professional photographers.

We’ll be putting the spotlight on some of the most 
interesting people in diverse motor-driven vehicles and 
the collector-vehicle markets. We’ll get their opinions and 
impressions on where the various factions of the hobby is 
and where it’s going. 

We’ll start out focusing on local events in and around the 
GTA (because that’s the easiest for us to get to) but we’ll 
do our best to make our articles timely, informative and 
satisfying to you, our readers. Please enjoy this issue and 
pass the word to everyone you know that’s a dedicated gear-
head: There’s a new read in town...Moto|ology!

Oh! ...and don’t forget to please write us about your 
thoughts and send in pics and stories of your vehicles and 
experiences, we need all the help we can get.

Thank you.
Doug Switzer, Publisher

Note from the Publisher
Another venture...

MOTO|OLOGY is published quarterly online by Advercom Consulting as an alternative 
transporation/motoring/motorsport resource for the technical enthusiast and collector. 
The contents of this publication are the opinions and views of the authors of each article 
and the respective advertisers and may not represent the views or standpoint of the 
publishers, their management, staff or associates.
While we undertake careful editorial and judicious review of all material submitted, the 
publishers can not in any way be held responsible for any errors or omissions which may 
occur. We reserve the right to print a correction or retraction as the sole means of
correcting such oversights.

All contents Copyright © 2020 Advercom Consulting. No part of this publication may 
be reproduced in whole or in part without the express written consent of the publisher.

OUR INAUGURAL ISSUE      Volume 1 Number 1

ABOUT OUR COVER

CONTENTS

   In this, our first issue we’re 
looking at what’s involved in 
going vintage racing. Many 
things have been said about 
those grand old days when the 
drivers were fat and the tires 
were skinny, so we thought what 
better way to capture the mood 
than a proper vintage “skid-lid”, 
some aero-goggles and proper 
leather driving gloves? Oh and 
don’t forget that wonderful 
pungent aroma of Castrol “bean oil” wafting out of unmuffled, 
rasping exhausts! Ahh... those were the days! Check out the 
complete article on page 22.
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EPOV
W  hen Doug Switzer told me he was creating a brand 

new magazine about all things gas-powered, I 
admit I thought he was slightly loopy. After all, we 

are entering the age of electricity and the decline of the internal 
combustion engine. Not to mention the demise of traditional 
magazines and long-form journalism.

But that got me thinking. Maybe it is exactly the right time to 
launch a counter-culture anachronism that will appeal not only 
to those who grew up driving stick, or with the wind in their hair, 
cheating death while piloting some wildly improbable craft, but 
also to a new generation of gearheads who look back on the days 
of raw power, manual transmissions and noise with envy that they 
missed the era. 

So nutty or not, I’m on board with Moto|ology. I hope that in my 
role as editorial advisor I’ll be able help Doug to find and capture 
the best stories about the machines that move us. 

We’re aiming for larger readership and a wider range of topics 
by covering machines on land, sea and in the air, past present and 
future. We’ll be covering and reporting on historical topics and 
vintage racing events at home and abroad. We’ll have technical 
discussions on restorations and concours events. We’ll have lots 
of beautiful photos and illustrations interspersed with powerful 
personal stories of the memorable rides that make life worth living.

If you’d like to join our team of talented contributors who write, 
shoot and illustrate aviation, marine, automotive, bikes or future 
mobility concepts don’t hesitate to get in touch. 

Please read premiere issue with an open mind. We value your 
feedback and if there’s a story we really need to cover do let us 
know. If there’s a pressing question about maintenance or a 
historical tidbit we can help unearth, we’re all ears. 

You’re the reason we do this, so on behalf of all of us here at 
Moto|ology, welcome aboard. Thank you for being here. Buckle up 
and enjoy the ride! 

THE EDITORIAL ADVISOR’S
Point of view
The machines that move us Emily Atkins,

Editorial Advisor
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please see: https://www.nemgtr.org/kimber-festival-2020/kimber-
festival-info.html

CARLISLE SPRING COLLECTOR CAR FLEA 
MARKET, CORRAL AND AUCTION

APRIL 22-26/2020
Carlisle Events is putting on the annual extravaganza at the 
Carlisle, PA Fairgrounds. This is one of the largest auto flea 
markets anywhere and will feature over 8,000 vendors selling 
all things automotive. Along with the flea market, there is the 

T  he late Spring and early Summer has a lot of interesting 
motor-driven activities coming up to stimulate the avid 
gear-head. There’s lots of coverage of more poular “big” 

events that are happening around the world so here we’ll try 
to let you in on some of the smaller, local and more interesting 
events and happenings that are going on. Mark your calendars 
and check them out online. We suggest that for some events, you 
get in and register early as space may be limited! Enjoy!

SUPERSEBRING ENDURANCE RACES

MARCH 18-21/2020
Sebring International Raceway is once again putting on the 
endurance racing double-header from Wednesday the 18th  
through Saturday the 21st in March. Featuring “a weekend of 
racing like no other in the world”, the event includes the FIA 
World Endurance Championship – a 1000 Mile (8-hour) race 
on Friday, followed by the traditional IMSA 12-Hour classic on 
Saturday. Supporting races include the two-hour Michelin Pilot 
Challenge and the IMSA Prototype Challenge races to be run on 
Thursday before the main enduro events. For more details check 
the track website at: https://www.sebringraceway.com

ORLANDO BOAT SHOW

MARCH 27-29/2020
The premier boat show in central Florida boasts over 500 boats 
on display and more than 27 dealers taking part. There will be 

demonstrations and seminars along with activities for young and 
old alike. Don’t forget to enter the draw for a new boat! The show is 
held annually and this year it’s at the Orange County Convention 
Center, North Hall A. For more details check their  website at: 
https://orlandoboatshow.com

MECUM HOUSTON AUCTION

APRIL 2-4/2020
Well-known auction house Mecum is hosting the Houston collector 
car auction at the NRG Center. Consignees can check in March 31st 
through April 1st and the center opens its doors at 8:00am each day 
of the auction. Vehicles will begin crossing the block at 10:00am 
each day. They’re claiming over 1000 vehicles will be up for grabs. 
For admission costs, registration and other details please see: 
https://www.mecum.com/auctions/houston-2020/lots/featured/

2020 KIMBER FESTIVAL

APRIL 3/2020
Put on by the New England MG “T” Registry, this annual event 
features an ongoimg flea market, discussions and presentations by 
illustrious MG personalities such as John Twist and Fred Horner 
along with other activities paying tribute to the beloved old MG’s! 
There will be refreshments, and lots of other activities to please 
the Gathering Of the Faithful! The event is planned for April 
3rd through the 5th, at the Buffalo Transportation Pierce-Arrow 
Museum, Buffalo, NY. For costs, registration and other details 

Manufacturer’s Midway where new vehicles, services and products 
will be shown off. There’s also the 2-day Carlisle Auction taking 
place across the street from the flea market so there’s no excuse to 
not spend a lot of money! For costs, registration and other details 
please see: https://www.carlisleevents.com/events/events-detail/
index?id=spring+carlisle

Photos by Jeremy Gunness

continued next page...

HAPPENINGS

Heading for Tech at The VARAC Vintage GP. Photo by Doug SwitzerChris Craft Cobra 001 at the Sarasota Classic Car Collection in Sarasota, Florida. Photo by Doug Switzer

Places to go, things to see and what’s up & coming.

Well now...
It just goes to show how fast things can happen. We 
got this issue of Moto|ology ready for release just as 
the entire world went into isolation/lockdown mode 
over the Novel Coronavirus Pandemic. While we 
are hoping for a quick and happy outcome to this 
situation, at the present many of the events, venues 
and functions that we had happening in the coming  
weeks and months have been postponed or cancelled 
altogether. The most immediate is the SuperSebring 
event in mid-March that has now been tentatively re-
scheduled for November of 2020. We usrge everyone 
to check with the oganizers of these events to get the 
latest information on their status. Here’s wishing  you 
all good health and keep safe.

https://www.nemgtr.org/kimber-festival-2020/kimber-festival-info.html
https://www.nemgtr.org/kimber-festival-2020/kimber-festival-info.html
https://www.nemgtr.org/kimber-festival-2020/kimber-festival-info.html
https://www.sebringraceway.com
https://orlandoboatshow.com
https://www.mecum.com/auctions/houston-2020/lots/featured/
https://www.carlisleevents.com/events/events-detail/
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2020 BEMC SPRING 
TROPHY RACES

MAY 9-10/2020
This is the annual season-opening club 
racing event at the magnificent Canadian 
Tire Motorsport Park facility in Ontario 
Canada and is run on the historic Mosport 
Grand Prix Circuit. There are races for 
GT cars, open-wheel Formula 1600 and 
several Vintage Classes as well. The cost 
for spectators is FREE! Just go to the 
CTMP Website and look for the link to 
“Tickets” and print off your own pass to a 

great weekend’s entertainment!

MECUM INDY SPRING 
AUCTION

MAY 12-14/2020
Dana Mecum’s 33rd annual Spring Classic 
collector car auction will be in May at the 
Indiana State Fairgrounds in Indianapolis. 
Sellers can check in May 9th through 
11th from 8:00am to 6:00pm and the 
auction gates open at 8:00am with bidding 
on vehicles beginning at 10:00am each 
day. This is a big auction with over 2000 

vehicles expected to cross the block. For 
costs, registration and other details please 
see: https://www.mecum.com/auctions/
indianapolis-2020/

2020 THUNDER ON COCOA 
BEACH OFFSHORE RACING 
 
MAY 14-17/2020 
Racing for the APBA Offshore Powerboat 
Championship Series is returning in 2020 
and kicking off with the OPA/P1 “Thunder 
At Cocoa Beach” event in Florida. Events 
start on Thursday the 14th with a pre-race 
weekend kick-off party preceeding the 

Friday registrations and tech inpections. 
Support racing will be held on Saturday for 
jet skis and small boats and continues on 
Sunday with the big event for the mighty 
offshore racers. For more info go to: 
https://www.thunderoncocoabeach.com/
the-race

THE GREAT WAR FLYING 
MUSEUM OPENING 
WEEKEND

MAY 16-18/2020
This small museum at the Brampton-
Caledon Airport begins its summer 
hours on the Victoria Day weekend. The 
museum features replicas of WW1 aircraft 
on ground display and in flight. The 
museum has several special events planned 
and also puts on flying demonstrations on 
most weekends throughout the summer 
(weather permitting). Admission is by 
donation. See their website for more 
details: https://greatwarflyingmuseum.org

THE 2020 TORONTO 
SPRING CLASSIC
CAR AUCTION 
 
MAY 22-24/2020 
Bring your cheque-book along and head 
to the International Centre in Mississauga, 
Ontario to check out the offerings at what 
is billed as Canada’s premier classic-car 
auction. Classics, vintage cars, customs, 
hot-rods, muscle cars and bikes are usually 

Canadian Tire Motorsports Park facilities 
just Northeast of Toronto, Ontario. A 
weekend Superticket is a mere $30 CAD 
per person and camping is FREE! Treat 
Dad to a great racing weekend ! For tickets 
and more info please see:
https://canadiantiremotorsportpark.com/
pages/canadian-historic-grand-prix

ACBS VINTAGE BOAT 
SHOW

JULY 11/2020 
Toronto’s Antique and Classic Boat 
Society is once again holding their annual 
in-water antique and classic boat show 
at the Gravenhurst Wharf. This year the 
event celebrates its 40th anniversary and 
promises to be the best ever! For costs and 
details see their website at: https://www.
acbs.ca/index.php

THE CANADIAN
WARPLANE HERITAGE 
MUSEUM

The premier Canadian warbird museum at 
Hamilton’s John C. Munro International 
Airport in Mount Hope is open year 
round, 7 days a week, from 9 am to 5 pm. 
They are closed on December 25th & 
26th plus January 1st only. (There are also 
closures for special private events) so please 
be sure to check their website at:
https://www.warplane.com

all up for grabs to the highest bidder. For 
registration and more info go to: https://
ccpauctions.com/index.php

2020 SPRING CLASSIC
LE CIRCUIT MONT 
TREMBLANT 
 
MAY 21-24/2020 
Another great weekend of racing featuring 
the GT Challenge Series, Formula Libre 
and a variety of Vintage Racing classes. 
The venue is nestled in the gorgeous 
Laurentian Mountains north of Montréal 
and east of Ottawa. For more details see: 
https://lecircuit.com/portfolios/spring/

DETROIT INTERNATIONAL 
AUTO SHOW
JUNE 9-20/2020 
One of the biggest, most lavish auto shows 
there is. Held annually in Detroit’s Cobo 
Hall, this year’s event promises lots of new 
car reveals and news on many aspects of 
the automotive industry for more details 
see: Web site: https://naias.com

2020 VARAC VINTAGE 
GRAND PRIX

JUNE 18-21/2020 
Here’s the fabulous Father’s Day weekend 
spectacular! This is Canada’s largest and 
most prestigious Vintage Racing event, 
held annually on the historic Mosport 
Grand Prix Circuit at the magnificent Ph
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Vintage MG at the Sarasota Classic Car Collection, Sarasota, Florida. Photo by Doug Switzer

The Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center, Smithsonian Institute, Dulles Airport, Chantilly, VA. Photo by Doug Switzer

https://www.mecum.com/auctions/
https://www.thunderoncocoabeach.com/
https://greatwarflyingmuseum.org
https://canadiantiremotorsportpark.com/
https://www
https://www.warplane.com
https://ccpauctions.com/index.php
https://ccpauctions.com/index.php
https://lecircuit.com/portfolios/spring/
https://naias.com
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I love vintage racing in my little, old vintage Formula Vee car. I 
belong to a club where like-minded individuals get together to 
restore and race old cars on some of the most fabled racetracks 

in North America. To race these things, I need an approved racing 
licence and at my age, one of the requirements is an up-to-date 
annual medical.

A few years back while undergoing my physical at my doctor’s, I 
mentioned to him I had an annoying minor congestion in my chest. 
Nothing earth-shattering or painful, just an need to go “ahem” from 
time to time to clear my chest. I had smoked for some 35 years, but it 
had been over 11 years since I quit smoking for good and I said that I 
thought all this sort of thing would be well behind me by now. That’s 
when he said: “Hmmm…I think we should order a CT scan, just to 
be sure.”

I went to my local hospital for the procedure and was notified 
within a day or two that I’d better come in and see my doctor. This 

was unnerving news to say the least. When we met, he informed me 
that an “abnormality” had been found in my right upper lung and 
although it was small and didn’t appear to be a typical tumour, the 
possibility of cancer couldn’t be ruled out at this point. I was gob-
smacked. I’ve never had anything more serious than a cold or a minor 
toothache in my whole adult life. There must be some kind of mistake 
as this kind of thing just doesn’t happen to me. My doctor assured 
me, it was indeed happening and we had to do something about it. 
Now.

He said we needed a specialist, a respirologist and possibly an 
experienced oncology surgeon. I was then introduced to the chief 
of thoracic surgery at Credit Valley Hospital, part of the Trillium 
Health Centre organization. This doctor had extensive experience 
in oncology matters and was thoroughly professional and to the 
point in his assessment and advice. He felt more tests were needed to 
accurately find out what we were dealing with and so my relationship 

MOTOR RACING 
SAVED MY LIFE

My brush with 
lung cancer

By Doug Switzer,
Publisher

with the Credit Valley Diagnostic Imaging Department began.
Credit Valley Hospital in general and in particular, their D.I. 

department is quite large and very busy and as such, one would expect 
there would be delays and difficulties in negotiating your way through 
the system. Let me assure you, in my experience, the opposite was 
true. The D.I. folks where helpful, calming and actually cheerful as 
they led me through the somewhat intimidating preparations and 
procedures.

First up on my battery of tests was a “PETscan” and the first thing 
I thought was I’d have to bring in my cat for this? (but then, I’d 
already had a “catscan”!) No, it was explained to me that a “Positron 
Emmission Tomography” scan is an imaging procedure that uses a 
mildly radioactive tracer to find and define tumours and other soft 
tissues and organs and evaluate how they’re doing. This was the first 
step in finding out if there were any other signs of cancer within 
me and if this “abnormality” was indeed malignant. For PETscans, 
Trillium patients are sent out to independent labs that works closely 
with the hospital. In my case, they were fast, professional and first 
class all the way. I was told the results would be available in a matter 
of days. Now, I must say, that the “unknowing” is the worst part of 
a health problem like this. The agonizing wait for news is the most 
upsetting thing not only I, but my whole family had to go through.

While we awaited these results, another “bone scan” was ordered. 
This was to double-check that no cancer was present in my bones or 
associated tissues. Many years ago, my father had died from multiple 
myeloma and although there are successful treatments for it these 
days, I was shaken thinking they may suspect that this horrific disease 
had now afflicted me. The staff at the D.I. department once again 
assured me that the procedure, though a bit tiresome as it involves 
laying still while in the scanning unit, was necessary and would do 
nothing but help our situation, especially if it ruled out any other 
complications. Again, for my family and myself, awaiting the results 
was the toughest part on all of us.

But the results did indeed come and in my case, happily all were 
coming back negative—no cancers detected and even the “lesion” 
on my lung wasn’t behaving like a normal tumour. Although we still 
couldn’t rule cancer out, it was looking more and more like it was 
benign. The next step was a biopsy, but seeing as the “widget” as I 
started calling it was very small and localized, my surgeons (I had 
two at this point) suggested the best course of action would be to 
simply remove it “laparoscopically” (a minimally-invasive surgical 
procedure) and do the required tests. If it was indeed benign, I could 
be closed up and sent on my way. If it wasn’t, they could immediately 
proceed to the next level right then and there. And what was the 
next level? My surgeon then gave me the sobering news that they 
would remove the upper lobe of my right lung. This “lobe” accounts 
for almost half or more accurately, 40 percent of the lung’s capacity. 
My first thought was “oh lord”. Once again, my surgeon explained 
the minimally-invasive procedure and what I could expect. He said 
that the lung’s tissue is very elastic and that the remaining parts 
of my lung would expand and fill 
in the void of the missing portion 
with a minimum resulting loss of 
breath and lung capacity. He further 
explained that to do nothing could 
have dire consequences and that I 
would certainly not like to undergo 
this whole procedure more that once. 
Uneasily, I agreed.

Next, it was back to see my people 
at the D.I. department, this time for 
a definitive set of scans and X-rays 
of my chest and upper body from 
different attitudes and angles, all to 
help establish a precise plan of attack for my forthcoming surgery. 
Once again, without disclosing sensitive details that are the doctor’s 
responsibility, the people at the Credit Valley D.I. department were as 
helpful and reassuring as they could be. These latest surgical methods 
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depend heavily on the imagery that is prepared beforehand and 
accuracy and attention to detail is paramount. I felt quite secure in 
their hands as these things were explained to me.

Just over one short week later, I had my pre-op appointment with 
my surgeons and the following day was admitted for the surgery. 
Again, the toughest part was waiting my turn to “go in”. It finally 
came, I was given the anaesthetic and after what I figured was maybe 
5 or 10 minutes, I was being asked to wake up and wiggle my toes. 
I spontaneously made racing-car engine-sounds and heel-and-
toed a downshift sequence while my wife and daughter rolled their 
eyes. It was then they informed me the surgery had been a bit more 
complicated in that they had to wait longer than expected for the 
biopsy results. I had in actuality, been under for more than four 
and a half hours! The bad news was the “widget” had proved to be 
malignant and they had to remove the right upper lobe as previously 
explained. I was disappointed to say the least, but I was also pretty 
doped up and in spite of this, I felt surprisingly good.

I was also surprised when they told me I could get up and go to the 
washroom by myself (although I was dragging along a catchtank and 
my wheelie-stand full of bags, fluids, lines and a machine that went 
“ping”!) This laparoscopic surgery is truly amazing! In the old days 
(a few short years ago), they would have cracked open my chest and I 
could have been laid up for months. Now I was being told I’d be going 
home within three or four days and could resume work whenever I 
felt up to it! Wow!

Each day until I was sent home, my friendly D.I. people came to 
my room with their handy portable x-ray unit and snapped pics of 
my chest so everyone could keep tabs on how things were going. All 
was good. In four short days they’d given me exercises and breathing 
therapy that had inflated the remaining portions of my lung to 

almost it’s full pre-op capacity and all was healing up well.
Three weeks later, my wife took me to my follow-up meeting with 

my doctors and learned the results of the pathology on the part of 
my lung that was removed. The “widget” was a very early stage 1 
cancer of the least aggressive type I could have and was caught very 
early. There was no spread beyond the initial section that was sent for 
biopsy. I asked if this meant there was no sign of the cancer spreading 
to the part of my lung that was removed and they confirmed all was 
good, no sign of cancer in the removed lobe. My  wife and I breathed 
a  sigh of relief. Of course, I then asked: “can I have it back then?”

So, the final verdict is: no further radiation, chemo or other 
treatments were required and as my doctor said; “You are cured”. 
Now, I will have to go for regular check-ups with my oncology 
surgeon for the rest of my life, but as I told her: “You’re quite a bit 
younger than me, I suppose you’ll last that long!”

It’s true that without my regular annual racing physical, things 
may have gone undetected for quite a while longer and could have 
been much more serious, so I cannot stress enough the importance 
of regular check-ups and prompt action in these situations. There are 
of course other factors that led to my “happy ending”, not the least of 
which were the health professionals that brought me through along 
with the steadfast and undying support of my wife and family. As 
you can imagine, this was excruciating for them as well. Now what 
can we make of all this? I guess the bottom line is things are never 
as bleak as they may seem at first and if you have the confidence and 
loving support of the people around you, you can get through almost 
anything. The folks that took care of me were upbeat, reassuring and 
always the ultimate professionals. It’s now been 6 years and I’m still 
all clear so I guess cancer can be beaten—especially with the love and 
support of my family and help from my friends at Trillium!

My brush with lung cancer
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Images and content are being added regularly — check out the 
Gladiator Road Racing Website at:
http://www.gladiatorroadracing.ca

http://www.gladiatorroadracing.ca
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There’s lots of options 
on the car-club scene, 

you just need to know 
where to look!

MULTIPLE 
CHOICE

Story and photos by Wolfgang “Sonny” Lott, Contributor

Part 1: The initial discovery

I dislike Facebook. Intensely. Just being upfront with 
you. I abhor digital social media in general.

That said, I use Facebook (on my phone). I have to. 
Please let me explain.

I’m a Porsche Club of America (Upper Canada Region) 
member and a Rennlist user. Invaluable memberships 
both. And yet, I’m not in the loop. So many Porsche/car 
events happen... and I find out about them from friends 

later! Granted, I don’t attend every event, but knowing about them 
in advance would be nice, right?

Which brings us back to Facebook. Now, after carefully setting up 
my limited account I’m more in the loop. I follow certain “groups” 
and receive notifications or invites to their events. In short, I’m 
armed with more data now.

That’s how I found out about Porsche Club Canada – Wilfred Yu’s 
brainchild, which he, Carmen Ng and a few volunteers run. Its a 
closed group, based in Toronto, with about 740 members. 
The Club was created in 2017 for Porsche enthusiasts after Wilfred, 
Carmen and Tommy Lau attended a Mercedes Group drive (in their 
Porsches).

An existing group with a few members was approached and 
Wilfred ran with it, quickly growing it to around 900 members.

Wilfred’s goal was, and is, to operate purely as a non-profit 
organization and gather like-minded Porsche enthusiasts to have 
fun, talk Porsches and enable members to help each other share 
experiences and enjoy their cars.

As this group grew, differences of opinion emerged which 
conflicted with Wilfred’s original goals. In February of 2018, he split 

off from this group and created Porsche Club Canada. He continues 
to run with it following his original mandate. 

One of Wilfred’s signature events was a Cars ‘n Coffee meeting 
in Cathedraltown, Markham in August of last year. Saturn’s Drives 
(another independent group comprising exotic car owners) would 
be joining us as well.

Early on that bright August Sunday, I turned off my alarm at 
6:30AM (which involves a little pain as you other night owls well 
know). I hit the road by 7, gassed up, and enjoyed the top-down 
early morning (and perfect) drive to Markham from my haunts in 
the Barrie area north of Toronto.

I arrived at Café Milano, Cathedral High Street, Markham, just 
before 8AM. I met some other early arrivals, grabbed a much-
needed coffee, stood out in front of the Café...and saw something 
spell-binding!

Cathedral High Street runs east-west. From the Café looking to 
the east and flanked by long rows of townhouses, is the Cathedral of 
the Transfiguration. The sun was rising in the sky above it, partially 
obscured behind some clouds. What a shot! Such fantastic light!

I put my coffee down, grabbed my phone from my back pocket 

Like most big cities, the Toronto, Canada car scene is 
fairly large and diversified. From antiques and exotics to 
vintage, all manner of cars, trucks, hotrods and pure racecars 
abound. While there are marque-specific clubs that cater to 
those that have a passion for a particular make, there is also 
a vast underground of enthusiasts that relish diversity and 
hold regular, informal get-togethers to share and discuss 
their automotive lusts. Porsche enthusiast and Moto/ology 
contributor Sonny Lott shares some of his experiences when 
he branched out from his “regular” haunt and went looking 
for alternatives.
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new clubs. The vast majority of the Porsche enthusiasts I meet are 
already PCA members, but some of us are truly fortunate that we 
have discovered more avenues for us to celebrate our passion for 
automotive ownership.

I’m already looking forward to next weekend’s events!

I took more photos (this is a very picturesque location), talked 
a bit and all to soon, most folks began to head out (some to join 
Saturn’s Drives on a cruise to Port Hope or just out to enjoy the rest 
of the long weekend on their own).

What a great event with great enthusiasts! I still dislike Facebook, 
but I have to admit it helped me expand my network and join some 

Soon, more Porsches arrived by the score and along with them, 
more exotics too. Wilfred Yu was there (with his yellow GT4), 
chatting and enjoying time with the people and handing out freshly 
minted stickers... he was even taking the time to personally install a 
few on some Porsches.

and quickly took some photos before the unfolding scene and 
amazing light vanished.

Then, it was time to enjoy my coffee, meet some new friends and 
get my camera out of the frunk. (That’s the front trunk to P-car 
owners!)
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Part 2: Sunday, Aug. 12

Well, once again, thanks to Facebook, I managed to get up early 
and head out to the town of Whitchurch-Stouffville for the Lant 
Insurance Cars and Coffee gathering, which starts at 8:00 AM. This 
event featured a nice mix of American muscle and classics, with 
some European sports and classic cars mixed in as well. And for the 
Porsche fans, a 993, a 996 and my 997 were also in attendance.

I particularly enjoyed  checking out all the various Corvettes, 
Mustangs and classic pick-ups that were on display! There was a 

nice, red, DeLorean too! I’ve never seen one painted before. Once 
again there were great people as well – true enthusiasts that loved to 
talk about their cars.

All of a sudden it was 9:30 and time to head over to the town of 
Aurora and its local Second Cup coffee shop for the “Group 905” 
meet. (So named for the 905 area code, the large telephone exchage 
area that surrounds Toronto.)

Once there on Main St. however, I discovered a water main had 
broken and everyone had to slow to a crawl, this also got the 911 dirty 
again...(Yay, this means I’ll have to do another cleaning session soon!) 

After that short delay, I finally made it to the Aurora venue and saw three Porsches parked in the front lot. 
I stopped and told the owners the meet was out back. They said they didn’t know this as they had looked but 
couldn’t find the Second Cup. As I drove to the back lot, I thought this was odd, as I knew the shop was right 
there.

Anyway, after parking and making introductions, I walked over to the Second Cup only to find an empty 
storefront! Even the signs on the outside walls were gone. Well no wonder the guys couldn’t find it! A quick 
internet searched revealed it had permanently closed the previous week. Very disappointing.

As more Porsches attended (some members of Porsche Club Canada included) more introductions were made 
and apologies offered on the Second Cup closure.  

Much discussion ensued. Where would we go to get coffee now 
(Wimpy’s nearby or the Timmy’s farther away?) and where would 
we go to meet in the future?

Finding a spot where the parking is vast and remains fairly empty 
on Sunday morning, while offering good coffee nearby is proving 
difficult. We’ve enjoyed this spot on Bayview Avenue for 5 years but 
it now appears to be time to scout out some alternative locations.

Thanks to everyone who welcomed us to their automotive events 
and gave us a look at how they share their passion for their rides, 
and a special thanks to Wilfred and Porsche Club Canada for 

dropping in. It was wonderful to meet some super people and look 
over some very nice Porsches on a relaxed Sunday morning!

Stay tuned... I’ll let you know about other clubs, groups, events 
and location(s) we come across in our travels. Meanwhile, keep the 
communications routes open and enjoy your vehicles!

Check out these Toronto Area Cars & Coffee events:
• pcaucr.org/event/cars-and-coffee   • Cars & Coffee Stouffville.org  
• Porsche Club Canada.ca   • lantinsurance.ca/collector-car-events/
cars-coffee    • https://www.saturnsdrives.com 

https://www.saturnsdrives.com
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laugh, there’s plenty of thrills and lessons to 
be learned in these pint-sized vehicles and 
some of them can be absolutely frightening-
fast! Whatever club you join, you should get 
into one that’s affiliated with a national or 
international racing body like SCCA, IndyCar 
NASCAR or the FIA. In Canada we had the 
ASN and CASC is in the province of Ontario 
and there are other clubs from coast to coast. 
There are marque-specific clubs like the 
Porsche Club of America and the BMW Car 
Club of America and loads of other outfits 
like The National Auto Sport Association, 
IMSA and USAC. There’s definitely a wide 
variety and lots of choices!

Once you decide on the discipline you 
prefer, (road racing, stock cars, etc.) you can 
pick a club and get involved.

O kay, so you want to be a racing driver? You know that 
the scouts from Ferrari won’t be beating your door 
down, but you still want to have a whack at the track, 

right? You feel like the need for speed is consuming you, but you 
don’t have the pudgy wallet needed to land a ride at Le Mans, 
Sebring or Daytona, or even in the “Pro” SCCA brackets. You 
know racing can be a dangerous undertaking and your wife/
partner/loved ones are justifiably concerned about your safety in 
this latest hair-brained scheme of yours. So what’s a budding hot-
shoe going to do?

Well, if you have absolutely no competitive driving experience, 
you may want to start at the beginning (which, to borrow from 
“The Sound of Music”, is a very good place to start!) Driving 
schools and solo events can get your mind-set in order and teach 
you car-control and proper techniques for going fast. After 
you’ve mastered these skills you can aspire to some real on-track 
competition head-to-head and “mano a mano” (or “mano a 
woman-o”) with other drivers.

There are a number of very good specialist schools out there 
that you can sign up with and take your lessons in genuine high-
performance sports cars or you can even elect to try your skills in 
real single seat “formula” cars. Schools that were originally set up 
by famous drivers like Bob Bondurant, Skip Barber, Jim Russell, 
Eddie Irvine and Bertil Roos will take you on and show you the 
ropes. There’s also schools like the Bridgestone Racing Academy 
and the car-club race venues. Whoa! Wait a minute… What about 
those budget constraints and the looming danger-factor? Well, 
maybe Vintage Racing is your ticket to ride. That’s the discipline 
we’re going to look at. But, you ask… how do I even get started in 
these “learning” endeavours? There seems to be so much to take 
in, and so many paths to take, where do I even begin?

Well, once again let’s go back to the beginning. You start by 
joining a club. There are many to choose from. There are stock-
car-oriented clubs, road racing clubs and vintage racing clubs. 
If you want to start at the very beginning, you can even join one 
of the many kart clubs for the ultimate in affordability. Don’t 

For those of us with that “need for speed”, keeping it off the street is paramount. Vintage Racing can get things “On Track”!

Story by Doug Switzer, Publisher
Photos by Peter Viccary and the author.

WANNA RACE?

The contrasts and variety of vehicles that you can 
vintage race is truly astonishing. At left Richard 
Poxon in his 1962 3.8 Jaguar Mk. 2 is challenged 
into a corner by Peter Viccary in his diminutive 
1966 Kelly Formula Vee. Above, more of the 
variety of cars that turn up for the typical vintage 
meet. The tech line shows sports cars, GT cars, 
formula cars and even muscle cars. Below is 
a look at the opposite ends of the formula car 
spectrum, from Indy Lights to formula vee. 
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Through your club you can sign up for 
a driving school to get some training in 
high performance driving techniques. If 
you’re like me, when starting out, you may 
think you’re pretty good and you maybe 
even think you know it all – trust me, you 
don’t. There is much to learn and master 
and once you do, you’ll be a much better 
overall driver for it, both on the track and 
on the street! You’ll also be learning in a far 
safer, controlled environment on a closed 
course with knowledgeable instructors that 
can impart their wisdom and experience, 
ultimately saving you a lot of money, time 
and grief! After completing a driving school 
course, you can qualify for a “novice” racing 
licence and then you can decide whether 
you want to stop there, or proceed to more 
competitive driving endeavours like Solo 
Events (where you run one car at a time 
against the clock) or go all the way into 
actual racing.

“OK, Like I said: I want to go racing… 
but I don’t have a giant budget and I’m a bit 
intimidated by those characters with the all-
out gung-ho attitude.” Right… then maybe 
Vintage racing is right for you. There are 
lots of vintage racing outfits around, but my 
experience is with the Vintage Automobile 
Racing Association of Canada (VARAC) 
in Ontario, Canada, so I’ll relate to my 
involvement with that organization.

You’ll hear some people say vintage 
racing isn’t true racing, it’s merely doing 
“parade laps”. To anyone who has attended 
a top-tier vintage racing event like the 
Goodwood Revival, The Monterey Historics 
or even VARAC’s Vintage Grand Prix, 
nothing could be further from the truth. 
We like to say we race in a “gentlemanly” 
manner in that we give each other racing 
room, and we adhere to a strict “no-
contact” philosophy – we do however, race 
hard and fast and there can be incidents! There are many different 
classes to run in and whether you opt for the lowliest small-bore 
class or the “big-stuff”, the racing is wheel-to-wheel close, fast and 
very competitive with lots of thrills, especially for the participants. 
Depending on how deep your pockets are, there’s a class for you to 
run in. Small-bore vintage, classics and historics and the “junior”, 
“Monoposto” or single-seat classes offer a lot of value for those on a 
limited budget. I ran a vintage formula vee car and although several 
of us ran around at the back of the Monoposto grid and got passed 
regularly by the more exotic, faster cars, it was cheap, brilliant fun 

racing with some really great guys. (See Peter Viccary’s following 
account of racing on the cheap in this issue of MOTO/OLOGY!)

  Although vintage racing is considered safer, there are the 
inevitable incidents and there have been injuries and even a few 
deaths over the years, but for the most part vintage racing is 
actually “safer” because of the different philosophy. The Vintage 
Motorsports Council, (or VMC) is an international body that 
sets the rules and regulations for vintage racing and as such, has 
come up with some different rules for this branch of motorsport. 
The most important and far-reaching is the “13/13” rule. This 

is designed to moderate behaviour among competitors on the 
track. Because of the extreme value and rarity of many of the 
cars, vintage racing has, for the most part decreed itself a non-
contact sport. No touching, please! The 13/13 rule is designed 
to reinforce that philosophy. It basically comes down to this: If 

you, as a competitor show a blatant disregard for safety or display 
dangerous or unsportsmanlike conduct on the track, you can 
be chastised by being handed a penalty. First offenders can get a 
scolding and talking-to if the transgression isn’t too serious. If it 
is serious, you can be given a probationary penalty that lasts 13 

Jack Boxtrom with the mighty (for it’s time!) Sadler Sports-Racer. It was one of the earliest 
attempts at shoehorning a Detroit V8 into the rear end of a sports/racing car

More examples of the mind-boggling variety and range of vintage race cars. You can drive elbows-out in a vintage MG like the early ‘50’s TD pic-
tured above, or if you have deeper pockets you could elect to go the truly historical sports-racer route with something as legendary as the exotic 
ex-Jim Hall Chaparral 1 shown below.
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months. During your probationary period you can be ineligible 
for any championship points or other kudos, thereby denying 
the offender of any championship standings for at least an entire 
year. This is usually enough to keep folks on the straight and 
narrow. If, however, you don’t learn your lesson and still cause a 
crash or incident due to your inability or unwillingness to “play 
nice” during your probation, you can be banned entirely from 
competing for another 13 months. You will be sent home and not 
allowed back until you mend your ways!

OK, you’ve joined a club, signed up for a driver’s school and attended some meetings and made the inquiries. You’ve got your medical, 
helmet and gear together and even been schooled and received your licence... now what? Well, you’ll need to decide on a race car of 
course! See the next issue of Moto|ology for my ramblings on tackling that side of things!

  This rule has served the vintage racing community well, 
resulting in a much-reduced rate of carnage than that of other 
branches of motor racing. It also reinforces the respect and 
camaraderie of the competitors for each other and to me, that was 
one big reason to get involved in vintage racing. It truly is a friendly 
community! I’ve made quite a few life-long friends and thoroughly 
enjoy their company both on and off the track!

Next Installment: Now what about getting a race car?

You provide the comfy chair

The Armchair Motorist has been serving 
the national and international 
automobile book market for over 50 
years with “New and Out of Print” 
materials. A large “in stock” inventory of 
over 6,000 books on automobiles, 
racing, biographies and historical 
materials are available for the enthusiast 
via the internet or by appointment for 
viewing. Occasional collections on 
aircraft, trains and boats also are carried 

but not stocked in quantity. The stock 
mainly deals with books, not manuals, 
but some rare technical items do show 
up and are inventoried. Inquiries are 
invited for such technical material and 
“want lists” are maintained. A search 
service is offered with nearly 100% 
success on many rare volumes. A large 
inventory is maintained on most import 
vehicles with marques such as Alfa 
Romeo, Bugatti, Porsche, MG, Aston 
Martin, Bentley, Rolls-Royce, Ferrari, 
Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz, and of course 
the “Big Three” Ford, GM and Chrysler. 
Small marques are well represented with 
stock from Abarth to Zagato.

Check out our inventory at:
www.ArmchairMotorist.com

Phone enquiries to 416 727 0441

© 2020 �e Armchair Motorist

We’ll provide the books

armchair motorist
Automotive and other fine books

http://www.ArmchairMotorist.com
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There’s an old saying that you can make a million dollars 
in racing, just start with10 million. Peter Viccary tells us 
how you can get your kicks without breaking the bank

CHEAP THRILLS

Story & photos by Peter Viccary, Contributor

I      have a professionally prepared 1200 c.c. Volkswagen racing 
engine for sale. Last week I attended a Board of Directors’ 
meeting of the Vintage Automobile Racing Association of 

Canada (VARAC). Eight of us were chit-chatting around the 
table before the meeting, and the discussion turned to the cost of 
mechanical bits on our respective racing cars. We are all veteran 
racers and own a wide variety of cars ranging from a Ferrari, 
Porsches, and exotic sports/racers, to my humble Vintage Formula 
Vee. Turns out that my hot FV race motor is worth less than the 
crank on one of my esteemed colleague’s sports/racer.

And that, my friends, is the point. Motor racing will never be the 
cheapest sport on earth, but with a little diligence and attention 
to detail, it doesn’t have to break the bank. Get thee to a 
Formula Vee. By the way, when you’ve finished this 
article, if you are in need of a FV motor, give 
me a call.

My first exposure to motor 
racing came in the mid-

1950s. When I was about five, my parents took me to a sports 
car racing event at Edenvale Airport, near Stayner, in Ontario’s 
cottage country. Norm Namerow became my first favourite, 
probably because he raced a Corvette. I cried when he DNF’d. 
I’ve spectated at a lot of races since then, although I hardly 
ever cry any more. I rarely considered actually racing. Work, 
kids, responsibilities and an innate lack of mechanical aptitude 
prevented me from joining the party.

As my 50th birthday slipped past, I began to realize that the 
desire to participate would have to be satiated soon, or lost 
forever. A birthday present of a day at the Bridgestone Racing 
Academy didn’t quench my thirst, only reinforced it. I began to 
peruse the classifieds of the enthusiast magazines, searching for 
the right fit for me. The criteria; (relatively) inexpensive, ready to 
go, (relatively) reliable and (relatively) easy to maintain. I didn’t 
realize it as my search began, but think Formula Vee.

In the January 2005 edition of Victory Lane magazine, I found 
an ad for a 1966 Kelly FV. $6000.00US. Call Doug. Doug is Doug 
Durrell, who I didn’t know, but knew of. He is famous (at least 
in my eyes) for building the Kiki racing cars in the 60’s. And I 
had seen him race the Kelly. It ticked off all the boxes, plus it was 
unique, vintage (like me) and Canadian. I told my wife, Dale, 

Main Picture: A thrilling but soggy start. Far left: Me racing with Charlie Gibson. Middle above: 
Bringing the Kelly home from Doug Durrell’s. Above: Me in the Kelly and Doug Durrell behind me 
in his legendary “Kiki” sports racer.
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that I was going to give him a call. “Go for it”, she said. (God 
bless you.) I called Doug, chatted on the phone for a while and 
it was agreed that I would drive to Kingston the next week to 
see the car. “Are you going to buy it?’, Dale asked me, which I 
interpreted to mean “You have my blessing to buy it”. “Yes, I 
think I might.” Was my reply which meant “If you have an issue 
with this, speak now or forever hold your peace.” By the way, 
don’t get seriously into motor racing (or a lot of other things, for 
that matter) without spousal support. It can only be bad.

Anyway, Doug convinced me that running the Kelly was 
something I could do and became my mentor during my early 
days, for which I am eternally grateful. We agreed that $6700.00 
Cdn. would work, and I became the proud owner of what at the 
time was the only vintage Formula Vee in Ontario. In April of 
2005 I attended the Horizon Racing Club Inc. School of Motor 
Racing to get my race licence and on June 4 the Shootout at 
Shannonville. We were on our way. I say we, because my son 
Shane and I have been at each other’s side through this whole 
adventure, and Dale and Shane’s wife Katy have been our 
biggest supporters. Now Shane’s sons Ayden and Wyatt are 
becoming old enough to understand what Daddy and Grandpa 
are up to. I wouldn’t do it without them.

Next up was my first “high pressure” event: the 26th VARAC 
Vintage Racing Festival, Featuring Formula Junior and 
FORMULA VEE! Mosport (Canadian Tire Motorsport Park, or 
CTMP) hadn’t been renovated by 2005. To get to the paddock, 
we crossed the track at turn 10, travelled down pit lane and 
made a right hand turn about two-thirds of the way down the 
pits into the paddock. I had dreamed of making that trip for 
thirty-six years. It is still one the highlights of my racing career.  
One of the lowlights came the next day. My race group consisted 
of 50 cars: Formula B’s, Formula Fords, Formula Juniors, five 
indecently fast American Formula Vees, and me. I was totally 
out of my depth, and just a bit scared. And it showed, initially. 
I felt like I was in a video game, cars came whizzing by me a 
remarkable rate, some of which, I have to admit, I didn’t even 
see until they were past. But it quickly got better. The FB’s 
were moved to another group and I became more comfortable 
with the rest. Stay on your line, watch your mirrors. I began to 
realize, not for the last time, that I had the best seat in the house.

Then came Charlie Wilson, a FV driver from Florida. He 
came to me on Sunday morning. “Let’s put on a show for these 
people.” “Huh, OK Charlie. What exactly do you mean by that?” 
“Let’s go out and race together.” And that’s exactly what we did. 
For two races we were tied together like a knot. We passed and 
repassed. We drafted. We crossed the finish line side by side. 
I’m sure all those workers and spectators trackside were waving 
just for us. I know I would have been if I were standing there. So 
what if we were last. Its true, it only takes two equally matched 
cars to make a race. At first, I was only racing with Charlie 
because he willed it so. But by the end, I think I could have given 
him a run for his money. Or so I tell myself. By the end of the 
weekend, I had taken over 10 seconds off my lap times. Just goes 

to show how far behind I was to begin with.
Formula Vee was the brainchild of Florida VW dealer Hubert 

Brundage. In 1959 he commissioned Italian car designer Enrico 
Nardi to build a Formula Junior based on VW components. 
It was hopelessy outclassed as a Jr., but the dream of creating 
an affordable Grand Prix style race car persisted. By 1963 the 
Sports Car Club of America (SCCA) recognized FV as a class, 
and it has remained remarkably unchanged for over fifty years. 
Formcar is acknowledged as the first FV manufacturer. They 
were the only cars available until about 1963 and were sold in 
kit form. Soon enough, a cottage industry of FV manufacturers 
emerged in the States with names such as Autodynamics, 
Beach, Zink and Lynx. In Canada, a remarkable number of FV 
manufacturers evolved such as Huron, Chinook, Altona, Taylor-
Stewart, and Kelly. In 2013, Shane and I towed to Roebling Road 
Raceway, near Savannah, Georgia, to participate in the FV 50th 
Birthday Party. Shane raced a modern Protoform and I the 
Kelly in the vintage class. Over 115 FV’s participated; we had 

Main Picture: A more sunny start. Bottom Right: Shane, first time out in an 
orphan F1200 car we called the Gladiator.
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found our people. Other racers and participants, right up to the 
president of the SCCA, Lisa Noble (also a Vee racer) came by our 
paddock space to thank us for participating. It was pretty cool.

Formula Vee has thrived throughout the world, but has 
evolved in different directions in different countries. In North 
America, Vees have remained very close to their original form. 
One thousand pounds including driver. The wheel base is 
specified. A standard 1200 cc flat 4 air cooled VW Beetle engine 
is used. Generator/regulator and fan can be removed. These 
must be retained in Vintage Vees, which pretty much guarantees 
that a Vintage Vee will be slower than a current one. Volkswagen 
front beam and steering box are used. Stock VW steel wheels 
are retained but race tires are allowed. Brakes are drum brakes. 
In 2019, disc brakes will be allowed. This isn’t expected to be 
a significant performance enhancement on cars of such light 
weight, but they will be more reliable and have a longer life.

In Canada in the mid ‘80’s, the cost of short-lived racing tires 
was becoming prohibitive, and the very logical decision was 
made to require a spec high-performance street tire and an 
appropriate wheel to accommodate them. To acknowledge the 
distinction, Canadian Vees became known as F1200s. Rarely, 
F1200s have chosen slightly different rules to the US FVs, such 
as restricting intake manifold modification.

Here’s why you should consider F1200 or Vintage FV as a 
race car. They aren’t the fastest cars at the track, but they aren’t 
slow. Usually when some one asks me how fast it will go, I 
answer fast enough to scare me. Or faster than I can drive it. 
How’s 115 MPH? Without braking into the next turn. FV/1200s 
are momentum cars, and they teach great race craft. If you 
are racing to a budget, consider this. Tires will last more than 
one season, assuming your season is about six events. You can 

use high octane pump gas, and the car gets relatively great gas 
mileage. Your car will fit nicely on a 5x10 utility trailer and can 
be pulled by a sedan. Engine rebuilds are less frequent and less 
expensive. Most of what you need to know to maintain the car 
you can learn. For what you can’t learn, we have the best F1200 
guru ever right here in Ontario. His name is Bill Vallis and he 
is based near St. Catharines. Check out Vallis Motor Sports. Bill 
could well become your best friend.

Since 2005, Shane and I have owned two Vintage FVs and 
three F1200s. For a few years Shane and two of his university 

buddies, Sam Ashtiani and John Ralston, 
all automotive engineers, owned an arrive 
and drive F1200 race team, which I helped 
finance. It didn’t generate enough income 
to go full time and became too time 
consuming to do part time, but was a great 
learning experience. That company, AVR 
Motorsports, owned five F1200s. A few years 
ago Shane and I bought a Formula Ford, a 
1981 Zink Club Ford. It is a huge step up 
from FV. We still have the Kelly. Last year we 

branded ourselves Gladiator Road Racing. 
I live, and Shane was raised, on Gladiator 
Road, and we road race. Recently, we created 
a web site to showcase our racing adventures. 
It is www.gladiatorroadracing.ca Please 
check it out.

 In 2017 I competed in six of the seven 
VARAC club championship events, four 
at CTMP, one each at Shannonville and 
Calabogie. I bought a new set of tires 
at the beginning of the season and am 

Top Left: Shane qualified, & finished, a remarkable 5th at Calabogie. Top 
Right: Shane, here in my other vintage Vee (the Altona) chasing Doug S. Above: 
the fledgling AVR Team with our yet-to-be-painted F1200. Shane, Sam Ashtiani, 
John Ralstin & Myself. Bottom Right: Team Canada at the 50th FV Reunion. 
Shane drove our Protoform.

http://www.gladiatorroadracing.ca
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still using them now. I took a big plunge and bought some 
super trick racing gas; 200 litres at about $2.50 per litre. I 
had some mid-season brake issues which I adjusted at the 
track at Calabogie. Bill Vallis send me the kit to fix it, less 
than fifty bucks. Other costs were motels for Shannonville 

and Calabogie, the commutes to CTMP, entry fees (which 
aren’t cheap at about $550.00 per race weekend), and that’s it. 
VARAC’s championship is participation weighted, five points 
to start a race, five for finishing and three, two, or one point 
for first, second or third. There are two points paying races 

each weekend. The best five point scoring 
weekends out of seven count towards the 
championship. At most events I was the 
only car in my class. My great buddy Doug 
Switzer and his beautiful Taylor-Stewart 
Vee showed up at the Vintage Grand Prix 
and we beat each other once. Believe me, 
nothing would make me happier than if you, 
the reader, was out there in a Vintage Vee 
kicking my ass. Out of twelve races, I started 
and finished each one, and I did drive each 
as fast as the Kelly and I could go. At the end 
of it all, I was VARAC’s 2017 overall club 
champion. Sometimes the turtle does win the 
race. It could be you.

Top Left: Doug Switzer, first time 
out with his TSVee & me at a Dunnville 
test day. Look at those tires! Below Left: 
Kevin Young rented my Altona for an event. 
Left to right: Neil & Kevin Young, Doug S., 
myself  & Shane. Right: Shane with our ‘66 
Kelly. Below: A gathering of  V-men! Mike 
Jackson, Doug Switzer, Shane, me & Dick 
Ryan at Mosport. 
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crankshaft to the bearings and pistons courtesy of the centrifugal 
force of the spinning mass. Problem was, this spewed out great 
quantities of that well-known laxative all over the place, especially 
into the internal workings of the pilot in tractor-engined aircraft! 
It was said fear in combat wasn’t the only reason some soiled their 
flightsuits!

As the war progressed and technology continuously marched 
along, newer manufacturing techniques made the rotary engine 
more robust, more powerful and more reliable. Gnome had 
licenced their design to other manufacturers, even the Germans 

A  ppearing  and operating more like something dreamt 
up by Wile E. Coyote or Rube Goldberg, a running 
early “rotary radial” engine was truly a sight to 

behold. Who would have thought it would be sensible to build a 
reciprocating piston powerplant that had the crankshaft bolted 
firmly in a staionary position while the rest of the entire engine 
assembly rotated around it? I mean, isn’t this somewhat like 
sitting on the soon-to-be-removed branch of a tree while you 
saw it off the trunk? Nevertheless, it made perfect sense to early 
aviation pioneers for a variety of reasons and some of those same 
reasons saw the use of the “rotary” engine brought over for use in 
land and sea vehicles as well as a few other stationary applications.

First and foremost, we must point out that what we’re talking 
about here isn’t a rotary engine like the Wankel or Mazda designs, 
it was a once-popular aero-engine that was air-cooled and laid 
out in a radial configuration. First credited with conceiving the 
design was the French inventor and internal combustion pioneer, 
Mssr. Félix Millet who demonstrated his early 5-cylinder rotary 
engine in a powered bicycle in 1889. Millet was awarded the 
first patent for the design in 1888. Prior to WW1, rotary engine 
designs came from several different sources including Darracq, 
Balzer, De Dion-Bouton and Adams-Farrell all with varying 
degrees of minor success. It wasn’t until an early Gnome-designed 
engine was strapped into an aircraft when the powerplant 
found it’s true calling. The reasoning behind this seemingly 
counter-intuitive design becomes apparent and even inspired 

when one consideers the aero application for which it was best 
suited. Given the rudimentary state of the art of metallurgy at the 
time, early engines were built up from heavy cast iron and mild 
steel components more in the manner of locomotives than the 
lightweight, efficient motors we’re familiar with now. Liquid-
cooled engines were more complicated and with the onboard 
coolants, radiators and pumps, were heavier and less reliable 
than the proposed air-cooled designs. The problem with the 
contemporary air-cooled engines of the day was they also required 
larger cooling fins and thus more intricate castings that added 
weight and difficulty to the manufacturing process. In a stationary 
block design they also required a heavy flywheel to minimize 
vibration and balance the rotating assmbly, again adding weight 
and complexity. Enter the “rotary”! If we anchor the crankshaft 
to the aircraft and spin the entire engone case, cylinders and all, 
we get automatic cooling with the benefit of smaller cooling 
fins, a simpler casting and negate the need for a flywheel 
because the engine itself becomes the flywheel. Violà! 
Lightweight, simple, efficient power for your lightweight 
airplane! So as the heavier, water-cooled powerplants found 
favour in heavier, larger aircraft, the nifty, thrifty rotary 
found itself well-suited to the light and nimble fighter/
scout aircraft over the trenches of early World War One.

Now obviously there are shortcomings with these 
things. Due to the nature of the spinning engine, they 
were deemed best suited to a “total-loss” oiling system 
which fed castor-bean oil through the centrally located 

who had built versions by the Oberursal company, one of the 
original developers that had licenced certain design elements 
to Gnome in the beginning. Siemens and other companies also 
built rotary designs. Thus it came to be that foes on both sides 
of the conflict were using similar technology. Manufacturers 
such as Clerget, LeRhône and eventually the Bentley company of 
Great Britain also manufactured and developed the rotary engine 
design throughout the war years. 

Although it was light and powerful there was another great 
disadvantage to the spinning rotary engines that made itself more 

Photos by Jeremy Gunness

ROTARY REVELATION

Some amazing background on an early aero engine favourite
Photo courtesy Australian War Memorial Archives

Photo courtesy Wicky Commons

Photo courtesy Smithsonian ArchivesStory by Doug Switzer, Moto|ology Publisher
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spot a fake. Meanwhile, the romance and 
fascination with these weird, old engines 
continues and although they are now 
largely relegated to a footnote in history, 
they still hold a sense of charm and instill 
wonder.

and more apparent as the war dragged 
on. The spinning mass in the front of 
an airpleane produced a big gyroscopic 
precession in the aircraft. Because the 
engine spun one way, the airplanes that 
were thusly equipped were very sluggish 
and unresponsive when turning one way, 
but would almost snap into uncontrollable 
spins when turning the other way. To a 
rookie pilot, this could mean instant death 
if you “lost it” too close to the ground or 
weren’t expecting the resulting flip and 
spin. In the hands of experienced pilots, 
however, this feature could be put to good 
use in a dogfight. It would allow a pilot the 
ability to manoeuver unpredictably and 
quickly out of the way of an opponent or 
even unexpectedly turn the tables on him 
and gain a lethal advantage. Experienced 
pilots in the famed Sopwith Camel became 
celebrated aces utilizing this feature of 
the big, Clerget and Bentley BR1 engines 
spinning in the nose of the renowned 
scout. Other aircraft that could make 
great use of this feature included the 
iconic Fokker DR.1 Triplane that helped 
carry Kapitän Manfred Von Richtofen 
to his final war record of 80 victories 
before he was bested in combat. Some say 
he was shot down by Canadian Captain 

Roy Brown of the RFC and some by 
Australian ground-fire. It may even been 
a combination of both. Nonetheless, the 
“Red Baron’s” whirling Oberursal in the 
front of his scarlet triplane couldn’t save 
him on that fatal day.  

As technological developments 
continued, casting techniques with metal 
alloys and compounds that allowed the 
construction of improved stationary-
block engines came to the fore. The 
limits of rotating engine blocks had also 
reached the practical limits of what could 

ROTARY..continued from page 19.

be accomplished with this method of 
operation. Newer, extremely reliable 
and throttle-able air and water-cooled 
engines were coming off the assembly 
lines and their performance far exceeded 
the capabilites of the older rotary designs. 
Rather quickly, the rotary engine fell out of 
favour and was replaced by more modern 
types. An era had ended.

Today, these marvels of yesteryear can 
still be seen at museums and some vintage 
aircraft events although the number 
of flying examples of the “real” rotary 

engine continues to shrink. For reasons 
of safety, cost and convenience, most of 
today’s flying aircraft that would use these 
types of engines are replicas and are now 
powered by more modern horizontally-
opposed or radial aircraft engines. They 

sometimes masquarade behind imitation 
rotary façades that mimic the actual look 
of the antique rotary powerplant. The 
accuracy of these look-a-likes can often be 
very good indeed, and you may require a 
very sharp eye and in-depth knowledge to 

Photo by D. Switzer- courtesy Fantasy of Flight

Photo by D. Switzer- courtesy Fantasy of Flight

Historical illustration courtesy of Creative Commons–The Flight magazine archive from Flightglobal

Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

Probably the most famous and successful aircraft to use the rotary engine was the ubiquitous Sopwith Camel of WW1. Almost 5500 of these nimble 
fighters were built and Camels were credited with shooting down 1294 enemy aircraft – more than any other type.
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In the late 1920s and into the 1930s, it seemed as if many 
aviation minded people were air mad as they avidly followed the 
record-setting flights of aviation pioneers. There was the record 
setting flight by Charles Lindbergh, the first man to fly across 
the Atlantic solo from the USA to Paris, France. Then, there were 
the high-speed exploits of Howard Hughes who has recently been 
celebrated in the Hollywood movie The Aviator. Added to those 
feats, there were the exploits of the pilots of France, Italy and 
in England those of the RAF High Speed Flight. These intrepid 

W hen one thinks of Rolls-Royce one does not 
think of the company ever being associated with 
the hurly burly of automotive competition. Just 

not done, Old Chap. Nevertheless, when an enthusiast takes a 
closer look at the history of the company, it becomes clear that 
Rolls-Royce has indeed been involved – although indirectly, in 
seriously competitive motorsports whether it be on land, sea or 
air. Charles Rolls, one of the founders of Rolls-Royce had been one 
of the first of the land speed record breakers when he set a World 
Land Speed Record in Dublin in 1903, driving a 30 horsepower 
Mors automobile. However, the record went unrecognized, as 
the French governing body did not approve of the methods used 
to time the run. In the late 1920s into 1930s the name of Rolls-
Royce became synonymous not only with the luxury automobile 
market but also with record-breaking runs by adventurous 
gentlemen on land, on sea and in the air. The number of records 
set by Rolls-Royce powered vehicles, airplanes and boats by 
these same gentlemen seems almost incredible when viewed 
from today’s perspective of the marque as a conveyance for the 
wealthy. The exceptional bravery of these men who drove these 
motorized conveyances whether on land, sea or air was evident, 
as they travelled outside the envelope in their attempts to fly faster 
through the air or drive faster whether on land or water. They, 
and the engineers who came up with the advanced engines which 
powered their airplanes or their boats and automobiles were 

charting new territory whether in the field of aviation or on the 
salt flats of Bonneville or on various lakes from Coniston to Long 
Reach near the small Ontario town of Picton.

Rolls Royce Record Breakers in the Air
Interest in aviation was strong before the First World War.

People were enthralled by flying machines of all types: land planes, 
seaplanes, zeppelins, etc. In 1912 at an aviation banquet, the owner 
of the Schneider armaments concern, Jacques Schneider proposed 
a trophy for the fastest seaplane in the world. He reasoned that as 
there was more ocean than land, the land airplane would soon 
become a thing of the past. The Schneider trophy of Zephyr 
stooping to kiss a recumbent naiad was cast in bronze with a 
marble pedestal. In those innocent times, Schneider thought that 
a cash prize of 50,000 Francs would provide more than enough 
money to stimulate aircraft manufacturers to create one-off 
experimental aircraft with floats. Eventually, nations would 
spend the equivalent of millions of dollars in a chauvinistic 
contest to win the honour of having the fastest aircraft in 
the world. The rules were few but strict, and stressed the 
floatational qualities of the competitors’ entries. The piloted 
aircraft were required take off and land on water and fly a 
figure of eight between two buoys. After the competition, 
the anchored aircraft had to be moored in water and be 
unattended for ten minutes to test the watertight nature of 
their floats. They also had to be able to land in rough weather 
in waves of up to two metres.

aviators struggled to fly ungainly and hard to control high-
powered seaplanes to speeds which must have seemed insane to 
those who were accustomed to leisurely flights by wooden, braced 
wing biplanes slowly meandering through the sky. The pilots in 
the RAF High Speed Flight such as A.H. Orlebar, commander 
of the group, R.L.R.Atcherly, d’Arcy Grieg, Flight-Lieutenants 
Boothman, Stainforth and Flight Officer Waghorn manhandled 
those tricky high-speed seaplanes to speeds in excess of 300 miles 
per hour at altitudes of around 400 feet, which did not permit 

By John R. Wright, Moto/ology Contributor

SPEEDADDICTS

Photo courtesy Wicky Commons

Rolls-Royce Powered Record Breakers: Airplanes, Automobiles and Boats from the 1920s and ‘30s to the present

TOP LEFT: The magnificent Supermarine S6B that permanently captured the Schnieder Trophy for England. TOP RIGHT: Sir Malcom Campbell’s impres-
sive 1935 Bluebird V Land Speed record-breaking car. BOTTOM: Campbell’s record-breaking Bluebird K3 speed boat. All these vehicles were powered by 
the advanced Rolls-Royce “R-type” high-performance aero engine.
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bailing out. Indeed, it would have been as 
another writer has put it, like committing 
suicide to avoid being killed in the crash!

In order to build a more powerful 
and superior airplane engine for the 
Supermarine Schneider Cup seaplanes, 
Rolls’ partner Henry Royce sketched out 
the design for the famous R aero-engine in 
1928, it is said while walking on the beach.  
Eventually this famous engine would 
develop nearly twice its originally designed 
1000 horsepower and would power the 
famous S series of Supermarine seaplanes 
in a struggle to gain aerial supremacy over 
their Italian and French opponents in the 
famous series of Schneider trophy races. A 
year later Flight Officer Waghorn flew his 
Rolls-Royce powered Supermarine S6 to a 
record speed of 328.63 miles per hour and 
won the Schneider Trophy. In 1930, the 
Supermarine seaplane won again, and if 
the High Speed Flight crew were to win for 
a third time, Great Britain would retain the 
trophy in perpetuity, so went the rules of 
the competition. The competition, which 
was the other major aviation-minded 
nations, was not about to allow the British 
Supermarine people and the members of 
the RAF High Speed Flight to have their 
way.

The Italian team, spear-headed by the 
famous builder, the Macchi Company 
and its chief designer, Mario Castoldi 
produced a line of sleek seaplanes, the 
MC72 series. These were powered by the 
crème de la crème of V-12 engines, created 
by the famous firm Isotta Fraschini and 
nicknamed “Ace” to contest the trophy. 
These overpowered and unstable airplanes 
were powered by engines that were often 
stressed beyond the engineering limits of 
what could be done in those days.  Nothing 
could give the sensation of danger as the 
account, which will follow, of some testing 
sessions the Italian pilots went through

On August 2, 1931 the first Macchi 
seaplane prototype arrived at the Denzano 
base in Italy. Captain Monti who was an 
experienced veteran in racing seaplanes 
took the aircraft up for a test flight, but 
was hampered by tremendous backfires 
in the experimental Isotta Fraschini V-12 
engine. The engineers instructed him to 
make a pass through the test zone so they 
could visually study the aircraft and the 
operation of the engine.  Suddenly, the 
Macchi MC72 rose up in the air and then 
dove into the lake, killing the pilot. The 
investigation into the crash discovered a 
catastrophic failure of the propeller’s ball 

bearing. On September 10, 1931 Regia 
Aeronautica Lieutenant Bellini made 
another test flight in the second Macchi 
MC72. He accelerated, and then a sudden 
explosion tore the aircraft apart, killing 
Bellini. That made the count two brave 
Italian test pilots. That left Adjutant 
Francesco Agello to test what was turning 

out to be a dangerous racing seaplane.
The Isotta Fraschini engineer Bona 

launched an effort to find the cause of the 
explosive backfiring of the powerful 2850 
horsepower V-12 engines. He found that 
the backfiring was related to the speed 
of the aircraft. What was happening was 
turbulent high-speed air entering the 
carburetor caused serious carburetion 
problems. By changing the shape of the 
air intake scoop to the carburetor, the 
problems were eliminated. Unfortunately, 
it was too late for the Italians to compete in 
the Schneider Cup races and Great Britain 
won the trophy in perpetuity. The Italians 
were not finished though. On October 23, 
1933 Adjutant Agello achieved a measured 
speed of 709 Km per hour, or 433.34 miles 
per hour, bettering the record of of 407 
miles per hour set by the British pilot. The 
record still remains on the books as the 
fastest ever speed for a propeller-driven 
seaplane.

The French were also involved in the 
Schneider Cup races but eventually had to 
withdraw from the competition as their 
aircraft were unprepared for the rigours 
of the trials. Even though the French 
government had poured millions of francs 
into the preparation of both aircraft and 
engines, not one French racing seaplane 
made it to the final competition,

The English hold on the Schneider 

Trophy had been threatened by politics, 
however. The parsimonious Labour 
government of the day, under Prime 
Minister Ramsay McDonald refused to 
fund the Royal Air Force effort. To the 
everlasting shame of the government, a 
very wealthy private citizen, one Lady 
Houston came up with a cheque for 
100,000 pounds, a large sum of money, 
which might equate to over a million 
dollars today.  The airplanes were built 
and with them, the famous Rolls-Royce R 
aero engine.

 The Rolls-Royce R engine was a marvel. 
It appeared to be infinitely adaptable 
not only to stretching but to boosting its 
horsepower within certain limits. Rolls-
Royce engineers raised its power by 21 
per cent with a weight increase of only 7 
per cent. The bore of the engine was six 
inches with a stroke of 6.6 inches. The 
resultant capacity was 2,240 cubic inches 
or 36.7 litres. The engine weighed 1,640 
pounds and its compression ratio was 
6:1.  The fuel used to power this beast was 
a potent mixture of benzol and gasoline, 
and it burned this liquid dynamite, a truly 
potent concoction at the tremendous rate 
of 180 gallons per hour! Without changing 
its external dimensions, engineers at 
Rolls-Royce had added 400 horsepower. 
The result was a hard won victory as on 
September 13, 1931 a Supermarine S6B 

flown by Flight Lieutenant J.N.Boothman 
took the Schneider Trophy at an average 
speed of 340.08 miles per hour, thus 
winning the trophy for the last time. 
Britain now had permanent possession 
of the famous Schneider Trophy, which 
now is on permanent display at the Royal 
Aero Club in Piccadilly. Not much later 
the S6B piloted by the same intrepid 
Flight Lieutenant Boothman with an R 
series Rolls-Royce engine boosted to 2,550 
horsepower took a World’s Speed Record 
of 407 miles per hour. These speeds, 
which look pedestrian in today’s age of 
Mach Two or Three fighter planes seemed 
absolutely stupendous in the early 1930s.

From this series of famous racing 
engines came the equally famous Rolls-
Royce Merlin and Griffon engines, which 
in a production run of 166,000 units, 
powered airplanes ranging from the 
legendary Spitfire and Mustang fighter 
planes to the war-winning Lancaster 
bombers.

Land Speed Record Breakers
On land, Rolls-Royce piston engines and 

much later gas turbine engines set land 
speed records ranging in speeds from the 
300 mile range driven by famous record 
breakers like Sir Malcolm Campbell, 
Captain George Eyston, and John Cobb in 
the 1930s and 1940s to beyond the sound 

TOP RIGHT: The second Supermarine S6B that set several closed-course speed records for the RAF High Speed Flight.
BELOW: Men of the RAF’s famous High Speed Flight. This was the national record-breaking team put together by the Royal Air Force.
Left to right: Flight Lieutenant E.J.L. Hope, Lieutenant R. L. “Jerry” Brinton (Fleet Air Arm), Flight Lieutenant Freddy Long, Flight Lieutenant George Stain-
forth, Squadron Leader A.H. Orlebar (Flight Commander), Flight Lieutenant John Boothman, Flying Officer Leonard Snaith, Flight Lieutenant W.F. Dry 
(Engineering Officer).
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barrier with jet fighter pilot Andy Green 
driving Richard Noble’s Thrust series of 
absolute land speed record breakers.

On land, Malcolm Campbell had already 
broken the land speed record in various 
automobiles before fitting Rolls-Royce 
engines in his series of famous Bluebird 
cars built by Thomson and Taylor in 
England. He had a 36.5 litre, 2300 hp 
Rolls-Royce V-12 ‘R’ -type supercharged 
engine installed in his latest land speed 
record breaker and took it to Daytona 
Beach, Florida. There he drove the Bluebird 
to 272.46 miles per hour in 1933 and two 
years later, with a rebuilt car went to 276.82 
miles per hour. That was not enough for the 
relentlessly competitive Malcolm Campbell, 
as he took his record- breaking efforts to 
Bonneville in the same year and became 
the first man to exceed 300 miles per hour 
when he achieved a speed of 301.13 miles 
per hour on the famous salt flats.

England seems to have produced men 
who not only were record breakers on 
land but also on water. Such a sportsman 
was Captain George Eyston. His record 
breaking car, nicknamed “Speed of the 
Wind,” powered by a Rolls-Royce Kestrel 
airplane engine, the same 800 horsepower 
engine used in the famous Hawker Fury 
fighter plane, broke every World Record 
from one hour to 24 hours in 1937. 
However, even he had some problems with 
obtaining the right parts when it came to 
redesigning the crankcase of his Kestrel 
engine. The problem was solved when 
a friendly co-conspirator, a Rolls-Royce 
foreman tossed the parts to him over the 
factory wall late one night!

Perhaps egged on by the success of 
Campbell, Eyston was determined to 
have the fastest world record car ever, and 
the statistics for his newly constructed 
monster land speed record car still seem 

outrageous today. His car, the Thunderbolt 
was physically the largest record breaker 
of all time and was constructed in only six 
weeks. It was powered by two Rolls-Royce 
Schneider Cup airplane racing engines with 
a combined displacement of 73 litres and a 
combined horsepower of 4,700 horsepower! 
On November 19th, 1937 Eyston raised 
the Land Speed Record to 312.00 miles per 
hour and the next year on August 27, 1938 
he went 345.50 miles per hour. However, 
another of his rivals, John Cobb went 
350.20 miles per hour at Bonneville on 
September 15th. This was rather too much 
for the Captain, and Eyston got the bit in 
his teeth the next day and raised the record 
to 357.50 miles per hour. It took Cobb until 
the post war years to raise the land speed 
record to nearly 400 miles per hour.

Forty-five years later, Rolls-Royce again 
appeared on the Land Speed Record scene, 
this time with the jet-powered Thrust II 
and SSC land speed record cars. Richard 
Noble in Thrust II streaked across the 
Black Rock desert at 633.47 miles per 
hour to set an absolute World’s Record. A 
Rolls-Royce Avon 302 engine, producing 
17,000 pounds of thrust and who knows 
how much horsepower, powered his car. 
Then, Noble set out to beat his own record 
in another Land Speed Record car, but 
this time his aim was to officially break 
the sound barrier on land, a seemingly 
impossible task. Other racers claimed to 
have surpassed that dangerous barrier, 

but no one had actually done it to the 
satisfaction of official timers. This time, 
the Thrust SSC achieved 714.14 miles per 
hour in September 1997 with jet fighter 
pilot Andy Green in the cockpit.  It was 
a good run but no cigar, no sonic boom. 
However, on October 15, 1997 there were 
two Rolls-Royce Spey fanjets in the new 
car, and this time after his run, there was 
the telltale boom, which echoed across the 
Black Rock desert floor as Green officially 
exceeded the sound barrier with a speed of 

763.04 miles per hour on land. His exploits 
give new meaning to the phrase a need for 
speed!  Now, who knows if some intrepid 
owner and driver will consider this mark 
something to surpass in the ever-ongoing 
quest of humans to go faster, farther and 
higher?

Rolls-Royce Engines on Water
On Friday, June 13, 1930 on Lake 

Windermere, Sir Henry Seagrave took the 
World Water Speed Record in his boat the 

Miss England II. His craft used two 1,800 
horsepower supercharged ‘R’ engines to 
achieve a speed of 98.76 miles per hour.  
Not satisfied, he made a third attempt to 
break 100 miles per hour, but his boat hit a 
submerged branch and crashed. Seagrave 
was rescued still alive, but seriously 
injured. He died a few days later from 
pneumonia. In those days, record boats 
carried a riding mechanic, and Seagraves’s 
mechanic Victor Halliwell died as well. 
Halliwell’s body was found clutching a 

BELOW: Captain George Eyeston’s “Speed of the Wind” Rolls-Royce Kestrel-engined record-breaking car captured several endurance records in the 1930’s 
TOP RIGHT: Captain George Eyeston’s astounding six-wheeled, twin type “R”-engined Thunderbolt Land Speed Record car. BOTTOM RIGHT: The Super-
sonic Rolls-Royce Spey-engined Thrust SSC carried Andy Green beyond the sound barrier.

ABOVE: Fueling the dreams of 1930’s youth: a collectable model by Leido of England of Sir 
Malcolm Cambell’s record-setting Rolls-Royce powered Bluebird V of 1935.
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notepad. On it was written Seagrave’s 
question,”Did we do it?”

Seagrave’s boat was salvaged and rebuilt 
and passed into the hands of another 
record breaker, Kaye Don. On the Parana 
River in Argentina, Don went 103.49 miles 
per hour in 1931 but was not the first man 
to break 100 mph. A month before the run 
in Argentina, American record breaker 
Gar Wood did 102.16 miles per hour in 
Miss America at Miami Beach, Florida. 
However, in 1932 Don went to 110.22 miles 
per hour on Lake Garda in Italy. Then in 
Miss England III he again broke the record 
twice in one day, first at 117.43 mph and 
then at 19.81 mph.

Malcolm Campbell, that intrepid record 
breaker on land, also took many records 
on water. He broke the water speed record 
three times in his ‘R’-powered Bluebird 
K3. He ran at 126.33 mph and 129.56 
mph in 1937 on Lake Maggiore in Italy 
and 130.93 mph in 1938 on Lake Hallwil 
in Switzerland. If that wasn’t enough, he 
went to Coniston Water in the Bluebird 
K3 and ran at 141.74 mph in 1939. These 
boats were speedboats rather than the 
hydroplane racers of the late 1940s and 
into the 1950s.

On a sadder note, Malcolm Campbell’s 
son, Donald Campbell in an ill-fated 
expedition to Australia in the mid 1960s 
with a turbine powered wheel-driven 
Land Speed Record car went just over 400 

miles per hour only to find his claim to be 
the fastest man on land eclipsed by Craig 
Breedlove and the Arfons brothers with 
their pure jet powered cars. It was in his 
attempt in 1967 in the Bluebird, his jet 
powered hydroplane that he lost his life 
on Coniston Water. His helmet was found 
intact, but his body was not found until 
years later. According to historian Fred 
Farley, the technology to raise the Bluebird 
was not available. 

Rolls-Royce and Unlimited 
Hydroplane Racing In North 
America

Rolls-Royce powered unlimited 
hydroplanes also competed in the 
North American series of Gold Cup and 
Harmsworth Trophy Races.

Among these unlimited hydroplane 
race boats – some of the most successful 
in North America included the Canadian-
built Rolls-Royce powered Miss Supertest 
series driven by the late Bob Hayward. 
Hayward set records in the famous 
Harmsworth Trophy series of races on 
the Detroit River and in Picton, Ontario 
by winning the Harmsworth Trophy 
three times in 1959, 1960 and 1961. The 
unlimited hydroplane racers, like Miss 
Supertest, Miss Detroit, and others 
were powered not only by Allison V-12 
engines but also by Rolls-Royce Merlin 
and Griffon engines, the same engines 

as powered the famous Spitfire fighter 
planes, and they produced in their final 
modified form around 3,000 horsepower. 
Because these boats were of a hydroplane 
design, only two patches roughly the size 
of your hand touched the water. The only 
other part in contact with the water was 
the propeller of the craft. One could hear 
these boats from miles away and when you 
saw them with their huge rooster tails you 
would wonder how any sane person could 
drive one, let alone compete with other 
drivers in a race. With all that Rolls-Royce 
power under his foot, Canadian driver Bob 
Hayward in Miss Supertest III challenged 
the best that North America could offer 
and won the Harmsworth Trophy against 
ferocious opposition on three occasions.  
While the Rolls-Royce Griffon powered 
Miss Supertest II challenged for the 
Harmsworth in 1956, she was beaten by 
Russ Schleeh driving Shanty I. So, it was 
that Jim Thompson and Bob Hayward 
came to design and build Miss Supertest 
III. Miss Supertest III was specifically built 
for Harmsworth racing. She only appeared 
in one non-Harmsworth race, the 1959 
Detroit Memorial Regatta, which she won. 
This race made her eligible to compete in 
the Harmsworth Trophy.

Make no mistake about it, Hayward 
and Miss Supertest III had their work cut 
out for them, competing against the likes 
of the following boats and drivers: Miss 

ABOVE: Scale models of the Rolls-Royce “R-Type” powered Miss England II and Miss England III in the Science Museum, London. Sportsman 
and speed record holder Sir Henry Segrave was killed along with his riding-mechanic in a water speed record attempt in Miss England II in 1931 
RIGHT: The record-setting Rolls-Royce Griffon-powered Miss Supertest III is a Canadian unlimited class hydroplane racer that set many records in 
the late 1950’s and early ‘60’s.

The mighty 37-litre (2240 cu. in.) Rolls-Royce Griffon V-12 engine was the “big brother” to the 
earlier 27 litre (1650 cu. in.) Merlin V-12 and has also powered record-breaking aircraft, automo-
biles and boats.
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Detroit, driven by Chuck Thompson and 
Miss Gale V, driven by Bill “Wild Bill” 
Cantrell a long time veteran of high speed 
boat racing from the 1930s. American 
boats, which competed in the Harmsworth 
Trophy were not allowed to use Merlins or 
Rolls Royce Griffons as the Harmsworth 
rules stipulated that the engines so used 
had to have been designed and built in 
the country the boats represented. Thus 
Rolls-Royce Griffon powered boats such as 
Miss Thriftway and Miss Bardahl were not 
allowed to compete in the Harmsworth. 
It is a mystery to this writer that Packard 
Merlin engines could not be installed in 
the American Harmsworth trophy boats. 
Nonetheless, Miss Supertest III ran in only 
four races during her career, and she won 
them all: the 1959 Detroit Memorial, and 
the 1959, 1960, 1961 Harmsworth trophy 
races. She started in ten heats, finished first 
eight times and second twice. Only two 
boats ever finished ahead of Miss Supertest 
III in heat competition. Jack Regas in Miss 
Bardahl beat her in the second heat of the 
1959 Detroit Memorial and Maverick with 
Bill Stead driving, beat her in the second 

heat of the 1959 Harmsworth trophy races. 
Finally, on a five statute mile course at 
Picton, Ontario in the 1960 Harmsworth 
trophy races, Miss Supertest III set a world 
lap speed record of 126.226 miles per hour, 
a record which stood until 1973.  Not a bad 
record for III!

However, Bob’s luck ran out, and while 
in Miss Supertest II–a boat he did not like, 
he lost his life later in 1961, not long after 
his successful defence of the Harmsworth.  
Bob crashed in the first turn of Heat 2-A 
of the Silver Cup on the Detroit River 
near the Belle Isle Bridge. He had to start 
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from the back of the pack because he had 
missed a buoy on a run, and he reported 
his own infraction. He had slightly mis-
timed his start and was working his way 
up through the pack, always a dangerous 
and wet job as he had to go through the 
huge rooster tails left by the other boats.  
He went by Bill Muncey in Miss Century 
21, Chuck Thompson in Miss Detroit and 
Don Wilson in Miss US 1. He actually went 
over Don’s sponson. As the field neared the 
first turn, Bob lost control of the boat and 
barrel-rolled. Bud Saile who was trailing 
the field in Thunderbolt, jumped into the 
water and freed Bob from the sinking Miss 
Supertest II, but he was already dead. After 
Bob’s death the Harmsworth Trophy series 
of races was abandoned. 

The late Art Asbury, another intrepid 
Canadian unlimited hydroplane driver 
set a Canadian water speed record of over 
185 miles per hour as averaged on two 
runs on November 1, 1957 in the Rolls-
Royce Griffon powered Miss Supertest II 
and not only that, he topped 190 miles per 
hour on one leg of his run. By the rules, 
he had two shots at achieving the record, 
and the entire effort was challenged by 
the late fall weather, which was changing 
rapidly. As if that were not enough, Art had 
not been told that the supercharger ratio 

I was asked to share some thoughts 
on paper, about my journey while 
crewing on an old Factory Light-

weight ‘65 Dodge dragster called Thunder 
II. Having left school at the age 15, I never 
thought I would be doing such a thing, but 
here I am 43 years later acting as a contrib-
uting writer. 

Now when I say “crew” it was only a 
matter of helping load and off-load the car 
from its trailer, and performing the odd 
and rare emergency “wrenching” to fix 
an issue. I had thrown in with this group 
of folks late in the restoration of the car 
and it was completed to perfection in 2008 
by it’s owner, Hap Gooder. He’d enlisted 
fabricator extraordinaire Jason Albano 
and fellow crew member Al Murphy to 
assist. The result is, at least in my opinion, 
spectacular! There will be more to come in 
future articles.

For eight years we travelled to indoor 
and outdoor car shows, nostalgia drag 
racing events and so on. At many of these 
events we met fellow car enthusiasts, col-
lectors, celebrities, builders, etc.

While showing the car in 2008 at the 
Toronto Speed Show, we were approached 
by Steve Plunkett who asked us to attend 
his outdoor car show in June. Called the 
Fleetwood Cruise, it is named after his 
love of Cadillacs. Mr Plunkett has one 
of the largest Cadillac collections in the 
world and holds the show on his estate in 
London, Ontario – thousands of people 
attend. (Check out “Fleetwood Cruise” 
on YouTube) He had asked us to display 
our car in front of his newly-completed 

museum that’s fashioned after a 1930’s 
Caddy dealer.

During this event I was fortunate to 
meet custom car-building royalty such as 
George Barris and Gene Winfield but the 
encounter that impressed me most was 
my meeting Jim Thompson, the original 
owner of the Miss Supertest Hydroplane 
boats. “The Boat” was there with us, in 
front of the museum, on a 45-degree tilt 
trailer. I’d seen pics and heard the stories 
but there he was, “The Man” himself. At 
the time he was 90 and still getting around 
on his own. He said they originally pur-
chased Miss Canada IV from the Wilson 
family in Ingersoll than renamed it Miss 
Supertest I. When they found they needed 
to go faster they built # II then by 1959 
#III was built. It was a few inches shorter 
and much lighter. All were designed by 
Jim who had an engineering background. 
They approached Bob Hayward, a chicken 
farmer from Embro, Ontario to wrench 
on the beast, and Bob was was making a 
name for himself as a great mechanic and 

The venerable 27 litre (1650 cu. in.) Merlin V-12 engine that powered the legendary Spitfire in its aircraft configururation.

had been changed for the run. As a result, 
when the extra power of the supercharger 
kicked in, he nearly lost control of the boat 
at around 180 miles per hour! He held the 
UIM record for propeller-driven boats for 
only 28 days, such was the competition for 
the honour of having the fastest unlimited 
hydroplane record. The person who took 
the record away from him was Jack Regas 
on November 29 1957 in Hawaii Kai III, 
which did 195.33 miles per hour over the 
kilo on Seattle’s Lake Washington. Regas’ 
efforts demonstrate the high level of 
competitiveness in what some consider the 
Golden Age of unlimited hydroplane boat 
racing.

Art, who is in the Canadian Motorsport 
Hall of Fame gained many victories and 
high finishes in various other racing boats. 
Unfortunately, he succumbed to cancer in 
2002,

So it goes, the quest for a new record on 
land, sea and air. Faster, higher, stronger is 
the Olympic dream. So too is the dream of a 
higher speed whether one is in an airplane, 
a powerboat or a land speed record car. 
So, while motor racing enthusiasts do not 
normally link high performance vehicles 
and the name Rolls-Royce, it is important 
to note that Rolls-Royce engines have 
played an important role in various areas of 
motor sports endeavor.
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drag racer. When it was time to test this 
new, lighter boat Bob was tapped & the 
match was made.

Miss Supertest III was fitted with a 
2,000 horsepower Rolls-Royce Griffon 
engine and was designed to compete for 
the Harmsworth Cup. It won the Harms-
worth Cup races three times. The first win 
in 1959 marked the first time in 39 years a 
non-American boat had won the trophy. 

Misfortune struck in 1961 when Bob 
Hayward was killed while driving Miss 
Supertest II in the Detroit River Silver 
Cup race and Jim immediately retired 
from racing. He said the members of the 
team would derive little satisfaction from 
further success. 

Miss Supertest III never raced again.
Approachable and unassuming, I found 

Jim Thompson to be a real racer/enthusiast 
and a most likeable man. He was inducted 
into Canada’s Sports Hall of Fame in 1960, 
a fitting tribute to the remarkable achieve-
ments of this legendary businessman, 
designer and builder.

MEETING
RACING

ROYALTY

Musings by Don Miller, Moto|ology Contributor

I’ve met some
really interesting 

people in my time!
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A round 1945-46 a scrap metal company located in 
Atlanta, Georgia started tooling up for their next 
grand venture. They had been providing aluminum 

sub-assemblies to the aircraft manufacturers located in the 
area, but with the war winding down and coming to an end, 
they turned their efforts to building a new boat designed by the 
company’s owner, Walter Douglas Knight. He had come up with 
a lovely barrel-back design similar to what had previously been 
made famous by the wooden boat builders, but his was to be very 
different. It was to be made of aluminum.  

Employing some of the same people that had been riveting 
together airplanes and their components, he named his new 
venture “Feather Craft” and started making small versions of his 
boat called the Firefly, the Flyer and by 1947 a 3-seat floater that 
could be strapped to the top of a car for ease of transport. The 
Flyer and Firefly participated in various class races including the 
Albany to New York City race that was held every year and later, 
the larger Vagabond and Ranger models were tapped for racing.

In  1953 “The Flying Boatmen”, a group founded by a U.S. Air 
Force colonel in Knoxville, Tennessee went out and purchased 
the “Vagabond” model from Feather Craft. It had all the 
manoeuverability they needed to perform close manoeuvers much 
like the Blue Angels do in the air today except they would perform 
their act on water. They performed for two decades and  took their 
show all over the U.S.  

   Manufacturing was expanding for the company, and around 
1964 they sub-contracted out some production to a company 
called Fleet (formerly Fleet Aircraft Industries) in Fort Erie, 
Ontario Canada to manufacture the boats for both the Canadian 
and U.S, markets. By 1969 they were finding it very hard to 
compete with the numerous fibreglass boat manufacturers and 
ended all production of Feather Craft boats, both in Atlanta and 
Fort Erie.

I purchased a 1956 Feather Craft Ranger III a few years back. 
I had found it on the internet and drove down to Nashville, 
Tennessee to pick it up. I was told some stories by the previous 
owner – one that it was tied up to Dolly Parton’s dock when he 
was her neighbour, none of which I can confirm. 

I loaded the old boat up, then drove back to Canada and took 
on the task of restoring it to its former glory.  

In one of my previous lives, I had made a living as a 
licensed bodyman and painter, so with this previous 
experience to rely on, I thought it would be an easy task. 
I soon found out that primer, bondo, & paint were not 
going to get me out of any jams this time. 

Every tap of the tape covered hammer, against a tape 
covered dolly block, had to be carefully thought out. 
Once you have 60 plus years of dents and scrapes at a 
presentable level you than need to block sand with 600-
1000 wet paper and finish off with 1500, than came the 

FLOATING FEATHER

The interesting story of an early post world war 2 aluminum boat 
Photo by Don Miller

Photo courtesy Wicky Commons

Story by Don Miller, Moto|ology Contributor with photos and notes from Feathercraft.net
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The Flying Boatmen and
their fabulous Feather Crafts!

polishing process with a buffing wheel 
on a grinder. This took many, many hours 
and my back is still sore. My son and I 
bucked a lot of rivets, after 60 years they 
tend to loosen up with flexing  as the boat 
was pounded over waves. I also replaced 
the 2 cracked transom braces with my own 
design, the purist’s may not like them, but 
you won’t find a stronger or better-looking 
alternative – if I do say so myself.

I also did some re-upholstering to 
the interior cushions and other trim 
and replaced cables, switches, wiring 
and various other compnents to ensure 
reliability and safety.

I decided to get a bit creative and took 
some “artistic licence” with my more 
modern Yamaha motor, re-inventing it as a 
more “period-looking” piece. I re-branded it 
as a Johnson but adorned it with Mercury-
like trim. Again, some purists may cry foul, 
but I like it and besides, it’s fun!

FEATHER CRAFT..continued from page 53.

For more information and background on vintage Feather 
Craft Boats be sure to check out the fantastic enthusiat’s website 
at: https://www.feathercraft.net

I n 1953, Colonel Scott Fellows of 
the U.S. Air Force was stationed at 
the McGhee-Tyson Airforce Base 

in Knoxville, Tennessee amid the many 
lakes and rivers of the area. A creative kind of guy, he 
envisioned the boating equivalent to the popular airshow 
acts of the time and decided it would be a good idea to “put 
on a show”, but on water. He formed the Flying Boatmen 
Club and recruited a few members. He knew he’d need 
some help with his venture and after meeting a marine 
store sales executive named Dixie Loy, things started to take 
shape. Loy knew about boats and what would be required to 
perform the echelons, diamonds and “tricks” on water and 
also had contacts with some potential drivers in the area. 
With Fellow’s concept and Loy’s long-term commitment, 
several “pilots” got together with their all-aluminum Feather 

Craft Vagabond boats and branded themselves “The Flying 
Boatmen”. They developed an entertaining act featuring 
precision-driving manoeuvers to be executed at boat shows 
and regattas in their gleaming watercraft.

The Feather Craft boats were chosen for their lightweight, 
super agility, and unmistakable look from the grandstands. 
They were the only mounts for The Flying Boatmen in over 
20 years of performing.

No one who had ever seen the “Spectacle of  Spray” would 
forget how these talented drivers could put their craft 
through amazing attitudes and into spots the average boater 
would never believe possible!

For the fascinating history of The Flying Boatmen 
demonstration team and their Feather Craft boats  visit their 
commemorative Facebook site at:

https://www.facebook.com/flyingboatmen/

Below and opposite page top: My re-designed and updated 
replacements for the 2 cracked transom braces
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UP NEXT ISSUE

WANNA RACE? Part Two
OK, now that we have you licenced and 
registered, what about getting an actual 
car to race?
Doug Switzer follows up on his article 
about getting into racing with the second 
installment. Here he discusses how and 
why we pick the cars we want to race, how 
to maintain them and some thoughts on 
preparation and safety. There’s lots of 
things to consider when getting your ride.

THAT “OTHER” CLASS
As you can see from the article in this 
issue, Gladiator Road Racing fields not 
only a Formula Vee, but they also run a 
Formula Ford quite successfully.
Formula Ford at present is divided into 
three basic classes. There’s the “modern” 
Formula 1600 cars, then there’s the 
Formula Ford “Club” cars and finally the 
oldest, original “Vintage” Formula Fords. 
Pete Viccary fills us in on the differences to 
FV, along with the ins and outs of running  
a winning car in this popular racing class.

SUMMER FLY-BYS
Some day trips to check out some 
seriously cool aircraft!
We’re off to Brampton-Caledon Airport to 
see the Great War Flying Museum’s replicas 
of WW1 aircraft both on the ground and 

when putting on their in-flight displays. 
The Museum is open from 11:00 am until 
4:00 pm on Saturdays, Sundays, holidays, 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from the Victoria 
Day weekend in May until the weekend 
following the Labour Day weekend in 
September.

CHECKING OUT THE CWH
We plan on also taking a day-trip to check 
out the Canadian Warplane Heritage 
Museum’s Collection.
We head down to Hamilton, Ontario’s John 
C. Munro International Airport to see their 
famous and mighty Avro Lancaster and 
other aircraft along with some of the most 
recent additions to this important collection 
of WW2 aircraft. In 2014, the museum 
undertook a monumental expedition flying 
their “Lanc” across the North Atlantic 
to the UK.  Their goal was taking part in 
celebrations that included flying 2 WW2-
vintage Lancaster Bombers together for the 
first time in almost 60 years!

BIKE TRIP!
Ken VanWyck’s two-wheeled travels across 
and around the continent!
Ken strikes off every year or so on some 
truly epic journeys with his trusty Harley. 
Here’s some of his best pics, candid 
comments and stirring stories!

DYNO TECH
Emily Atkins takes us to the shop! 
Emily accompanies big brother Andrew to 
the race-shop to do a dynomometer test of 
his mighty Mustang vintage race engine.

LATE INTERVIEW
John Wright talks with some of the pasts 
great racers!
In a serries of pre-recorded interviews, John 
takes us into the confidence of some of 
the true legends of motorsport and reveals 
these people’s thoughts and some great 
stories.

INTRODUCING CLASSIFIED 
ADS!
We’ll be running some interesting Ads 
from our readers! 
We’re putting together a secvtion that will 
be dedicated to showing off collectibles 
and other “stuff” from our readers and 
supporters. You should be one!

AND MUCH MORE!
We’re working on some other fadscinating 
insights and stories that are both thought-
provoking and entertaining. So don’t miss 
this Summer‘s Issue of Moto|ology, coming 
to your “inbox” soon!

Bike Trip!
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https://www.racedunlop.com/
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https://www.facebook.com/BlueplanprintsArt/
https://fineartamerica.com/profiles/douglas-switzer



